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       Free speech in Bangladesh can get you killed 
~Rachel Martin

Childhood is messy and beautiful. 
~Rachel Martin

Mother Teresa, the nun who in the last century dedicated her long life
to helping the poor, is now a saint. 
~Rachel Martin

There's not much place for the loyalists - especially the loyalists who
left - in standard American history. 
~Rachel Martin

Every team has kind of a style or adjectives people use to describe the
game that the team plays. 
~Rachel Martin

Average, middle-class people, the people of Macomb County, couldn't
afford health care. Now they can [with Obamacare]. 
~Rachel Martin

Nobody has ever accused Donald Trump of lowering the temperature
on anything - I don't think. 
~Rachel Martin

For months, Republican Party leaders have been talking about the
need to unify the GOP, in part because of Donald Trump and his
criticism of the establishment, which created such big divides. 
~Rachel Martin

President [Barack] Obama - he was unsuccessful in his efforts to raise
the federal minimum wage, but he still used the Labor Department in
other ways to try to boost paychecks for American workers. 
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~Rachel Martin

If you want to improve the Affordable Care Act, let's work together. But
if you think you're simply going to throw millions off of health insurance,
you got another guess coming. 
~Rachel Martin

Presidents in the modern era who've had significant assets have
usually put those into a blind trust with some kind of independent
manager. 
~Rachel Martin

There are no laws that prohibit an American president from continuing
to be involved in their private business matters while in office, right? 
~Rachel Martin

There's no way to get around it; online dating is work. And some people
are more skilled at this kind of communication than others. 
~Rachel Martin

President-elect Donald Trump is an unprecedented figure in many
respects, in part because there has never been an American president
who has such complicated global business interests. 
~Rachel Martin

About half of the loyalists who left the United States ended up going
north to Canada, settling in the province of Nova Scotia and also
becoming pioneering settlers in the province of New Brunswick. 
~Rachel Martin

Donald Trump has stated that his three older children will manage his
business once he enters office. 
~Rachel Martin
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History is, as we know, written by the winners. 
~Rachel Martin
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